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During the exhibition we will: 

          
● show others that we are knowledgeable, inquirers, caring, thinkers, principled, 

balanced, risk-takers, communicators, reflective, and open-minded  

● collaborate and cooperate with others on our team 

● kindly, but honestly, give feedback to our peers 

● identify, investigate, and offer solutions to an issue opportunity 

● construct our own understanding of our issue or opportunity 

● explore multiple perspectives from a variety of resources 

● be academically honest 

● use technology effectively and responsibly 

● carefully plan our research 

● become experts 

● responsibly and independently carry out research 

● reflect on what we’ve learned 

● carry out meaningful action 

● effectively and creatively communicate our learning to our classmates, our 

families, and to the school community 

● celebrate. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

          

Requirements	of	the	
exhibition 
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Getting ready! We will: 

● learn about what the exhibition is 

● learn how we will develop expectations 

● create an essential agreement 

● agree to the responsibilities of the exhibition.  

 
Plan! We will: 

● identify an issue/opportunity 

● recall what we think we know about our issue/opportunity 

● explore our issue/opportunity 

● narrow down our issue/opportunity 

● formulate and sort questions about our issue/opportunity.  

 
Gather! We will: 

● brainstorm possible resources 

● identify key vocabulary that will help us search 

● collect data and information by: 

 
–  searching for resources 

–  evaluating the credibility and usefulness of those resources 

–  recording which resources we used 

–  recording what we learned from them. 

 
Organize! We will: 

● sort our information 

● write a central idea 

● identify lines of inquiry.  

 
Act! We will: 

● reflect on what we have learned 

● brainstorm what we could do in reaction to our learning 

● choose an action 

● act 

● share our learning. 

  
          

What	happens	during	the	exhibition? 
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1. Always be punctual.  
2. I will be independent for my research at all times 
3. Complete my work on time. 
4. I will always use citations. 
5. I will not make multiple copies of the journal.  
6. I will not use other means to communicate during online sessions.  

 
 
 
  

 
ESSENTIAL	AGREEMENTS	 
	EXHIBITION	JOURNAL 
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Note: Teachers and students will co-create exhibition expectations. Here 
is one example:  
 
 

We, as students, promise to:  We, as adults, promise to: 

● work cooperatively 
● remind students how to work 

cooperatively 

● ensure everyone is participating 

● follow the entire research process 
including present our research 
findings/learning   

● guide students through the entire 
research process 

● help students access information 
and resources 

● ask questions, suggest resources, 
help interpret information and 
facilitate interviews, if needed 

● develop and demonstrate the IB 
learner profile   

● model the IB learner profile for the 
students     

● record all resources we use  ● ensure that students know how to 
record resources they use  

● be responsible for knowing and 
keeping all due dates 
      

● set up extra work time when we 
need it    
   

● be responsible for keeping track of 
materials and research   

● co-construct systems with students 
so they can stay organized 
      

● check deadlines  
      

● consider meaningful action in 
reaction to the learning we have 
done  

● approve and support action plan  

● ask for help from our families, our 
mentor, and our teachers when we 
need it  

● communicate regularly with 
students, families, mentors, and 
other teachers  

  

          

  Responsibilities	 
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● reflect on our action and how well 
we completed the research 
process.  

● provide feedback to students at 
every step along the way and 
reflect on students’ efforts at the 
completion of the exhibition.  

 

 
 

We, as students, promise to:  We, as adults, promise to: 

Work cooperatively 
Remind students how to work 
cooperatively 

Be an active listener  Model the IB learner profile for the 
students   

Complete our exhibition on time  
Communicate regularly with 
students, families, mentors, and 
other teachers  

Finish tasks at the assigned time  
Provide feedback to students at 
every step along the way and 
reflect on students’ efforts at the 
completion of the exhibition.  
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Identify an issue/opportunity/passion 
 

What are we interested in learning more about and working to help solve? 
 
I am interested in knowing how creativity has helped many people to 
express themselves and help others at the same time like origami. 
Origami is an eco-friendly paper technique which helps us to develop 
satellites for mankind.  

 
Testing your issue/opportunity/passion 
         

Is your issue/opportunity/passion significant, relevant, local, global?  
 
Creativity is an opportunity to be local, global and relevant. It gives 
everyone. chances to express themselves. There are no boundaries 
and restrictions of any culture while exploring creativity. One of the 
latest form of creativity is origami which has started from Japan and 
all the public is using in various kinds 
 

 
Remember 
         

What do we think we already know? 
 
I think we already know that creativity is used worldwide to help recycle 
paper and other materials. New ideas are generated to achieve  
sustainable living. creative has given every field a chance to think beyond 
the conventional way. 
 

  
Explore  
         

What is the form, function, and cause of our issue/opportunity/passion?  
 
Form: Type of Creativity  
Function: Use of creativity in daily life  
Cause: Impact of Creativity 

  

  

    

PLAN 
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Narrow 
         

What specific issue/opportunity/Passion do we want to research? 
I want to research how Creativity can be applied in a simple daily form of 
activities. for example use of materials to recycle and reuse. 

  
Formulate questions  
         

What do we want to know? 
 
What are all the different ways we can express ourselves? 
How do different countries do different creative things? 
Why do people use Creativity at such high levels? 
 

     
Sort questions by key concepts  
         

Which key concepts are helping us understand our issue/opportunity? 
 
The key concepts that are helping me to use opportunity to create eco 
friendly materials using origami are form and Connection  
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How we express ourselves  
 
 

 
 

Creativity is used and interpreted in a variety  
of ways around us. 

 

 

 
 

 Inquiry into the ways in which we discover and express ideas, feelings, 
nature, culture, beliefs, and values; the ways in which we reflect on, 

extend and enjoy our creativity; our appreciation of the aesthetic.  
 

 

 
1. Exploring different elements and forms of creativity 

2. Influence of creativity on society and individuals 
3. How creativity helps us to celebrate? 

4. Changes seen due to creativity.  
 
 
 
 

 ORGANIZING	THE	INQUIRY 

 Transdisciplinary Theme   

 Central Idea   

 Inquiry Into   

 Lines of Inquiry   
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Record resources used 
 
● Title/Name 

● Author/Creator/Owner 

● Where we found i 

 
Write the central idea 
 
We will use our lines of inquiry to identify the big ideas of our exhibition. These 
are called our concepts. They can only be one word and have to be true 
throughout time, across culture and across situations. 
 
● 1 - The changes seen due to creativity influence Exploration and help us 

celebrate  
● 2 - Creativity helps us express to change our lives and use it for 

exploring different fields  
● 3 - Exploring different changes seen in creativity  
● 4 - Creativity helps us influence celebration by exploring more into 

changes which are seen due to it  
● 5 - Creativity is used and interpreted in a variety of ways around us  
● 6 - People communicate through various forms of creativity  
● 7 - Art can be used to communicate ideas and experience creativity 

Below, we will use these concepts to make a true statement that sums up all the 
learning we’ve done in one sentence. 
 
After writing our central idea, we will get it approved by our mentor. 

 

Our mentor will initial each box below. 

✅ Is it worth knowing? 

✅ Does it inspire action? 

✅ Is it neutral/value-free? 

✅ Does it make sense in different contexts? 

✅ Has this been true throughout time? 

  

            

Organize 
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✅ Is this true in other cultures? 

✅ Is this true in other situations? 

 

 

Identify lines of inquiry :  

1. Forms of creativity : Form  

2. Role of creativity in our life -Function 

3. Impact of creativity - Causation  

4. Transformation seen in forms of creativity - Change 

5. Creativity helps us to celebrate - Connection 

6. Does creativity allow us to express our beliefs - Perspective 

7. Changes seen due to creativity- Responsibility 
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Date Learning Engagement 

08.09.2020 Choosing my topic 

09. 09 20202 Started working on conceptual questions 

17.09.2020 Reading and researching on Action Components 

18.09.2020 Finalising Conceptual Questions  

22.09.2020 Brainstorming on the purpose of my topic  

29.09.2020 Finalized my purpose and end product 

5 -15.10.2020 Viewing video and writing their reviews  

17-31.10.2020 Reading book, article and writing their reviews  

6.11.2020  Deciding SDG Goal 

11.11.2020 Rethinking and aligning conceptual questions with SD 

goal 

17.11.2020 Mapping the subjects 

23.11.2020 Creating essential agreements for the exhibition 

30.11.2020 Drafting key concepts 

7.12.2020 Identifying key words 

12.12.2020 Creating lines of inquiry 

 
 
 
 

 MY	TIMELINE 
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Date Learning Engagement 

22.12.2020 Drafting Central idea  

5.1.2021 Logo designing  

12.1.2021 Finalizing SD Goal and understanding the connecting 

with my unit.  

14- 25.1. 2021 Finalizing lines of inquiry  

7.2.2021 Working on Central Ideas.   

17-22.2.2021 Changing in Mentor 

Revisiting conceptual questions  

25.2.2021 Starting Inquiry cycle 

26.2.2021 Finishing the entire inquiry cycle  

27.2.2021 Rechecking lines of inquiry and central Idea  

28.2.2021 - 

3.3.2021 

Viewing video and writing their reviews  

5.3.2021  Reading book, article and writing their reviews  

6.3.2021 Loi’s Reworking  

Mind map on creativity  

8.3.2021 Finalizing lines of inquiry  

 
 
 

 MY	TIMELINE 
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Date Learning Engagement 

9.3.2021  Identifying concept and content words from my LOI 

10.3.2021 Reworking on Central Idea  

11.3.2021 Working on process journal  

13.3.2021 finalized my central idea 

Planning learning engagements for all Loi’s 

14.3.2021 Central Idea matching with SD Goal  

15.3.2021 Starting LOI 1 Inquiry. Finalise assessment.  

16.3.2021 Working on Loi 1 engagements  

Writing down my formative 

17.3.2021 Start writing objectives for each task  

Working on my Loi 1 engagements  

18.3.2021 Working on process journal  

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 MY	TIMELINE 
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Date Learning Engagement 

22.3.2021 Interviewing Ms Anuja for the inquiry 

Working Loi 2 engagements  

Working Loi 1 formative  

23.3.2021 Completed Loi 1,2 formative  

Completed Loi 2 engagements  

Completed Loi 3 engagements  

Working on timeline in process journal  

24.3.2021 Completing Loi 3 Formative  

Working Loi 4 engagements  

25.3.2021 Finished Loi 4 engagement  

Working Loi 4 Formative  

Working Process Journal  

26.3.2021 Summative assessment working , Loi 4 formative 

completed 

27.3.2021 Completing my summative assessment and end 
product.  

29.3.2021 Finishing the process Journal  

30-31.3.2021 Writing my script  

1- 4.4.2021 Making the presentation 

10 - 16.4.2021 Complete the planner  

 

 MY	TIMELINE 
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Form 
What is it like? 

Function 
How does it work? 

Causation 
Why is it like it is? 

Change 
How is it changing? 

Connection 
How is it connected to other 

things? 

Perspective 
What are the different points 

of view? 

Responsibility 
What is our responsibility? 

● Colour the boxes that contain the focus of your 
exhibition inquiry 

Make a note of questions that came up during your inquiry 
process. 
 

1. What are the different ways of recycling ? 

2. Has creativity made huge differences in the world ? 

3. Why does creativity inspire us?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 CONCEPTS 

 PERSONAL QUESTIONS   
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I know that creativity is how something is formed 
and most of the things are formed with the help 
of creativity. Creativity helps us with all the forms 
of Art including articles inside those.  

 

Creativity has helped the world so much, it has 
given us a choice of living and has enhanced our 
innovative ways so now we can create devices and 
other articles to help our life, for example 

 

Creativity has let us be us but however we can't 
keep that much creativity up for long, soon it will 
fade away and your creative levels will go up and 
down.   

 

Creativity helps us express ourselves in so many 
different ways. We can express ourselves by 
informing others about our emotions, feelings, 
values and ideas. All have a purpose and many 
ways to achieve it like, The Wright brother. 

 

Creativity is all about being creative and being 
yourself. Creativity helps us create beautiful Music 
and Visual Arts and we like those drawing because 
they all have unique ideas behind them  

 

I understood that creativity is the art of Creating 
and Expressing ourselves. Creativity helps us 
understand and explain things in our own different 
ways. 

 
 

Indicators: White: Knowledge      Red: Feelings 
   Yellow: Positive         Green: Creative 
   Black: Negative  Blue: Understanding  

 
Express your understanding on the basis of  

De Bono’s Thinking Hats   

 De	Bono’s	Thinking	Hats 
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SDG Goal 12  - Responsible consumption and production 
 
My Exhibition journey has taught me that there 
are multiple ways to preserve our basic 
requirements in an eco-friendly manner. Goal 
No. 12 has made me realize that we need to come 
up with creative solutions to sustain in 
difficult times. Preservation of water, sharing 
electricity and building eco-friendly 
satellites are the futurist approach.  

 
 

 
 
 

• express • inform • persuade 
• entertain • instruct • any other 

 
Function Explanation 

To Express In my inquiry I have 
learned that Creativity can 
be expressed in various 
different ways. We can use 
Origami, Ice Stupa and the 
liters of light to preserve 
our natural resources.  

 
 

 My personal SDG is   

 My main purpose is to (FUNCTION)   
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Is your issue/opportunity significant? 
 
How is the issue/opportunity important to the world? 
 

The concept of recycling using creativity is very important because if we done 
recycle the world will be full of waste plastic which is being created each day, 
like creativity is a new way of invention  

    
 
Is your issue/opportunity relevant? How is the issue/opportunity connected to 
your life? 
 
 

My opportunity is related to my life because it involves using a lot of creativity 
and preserving various energy and resources for the betterment of society. 

 
 
Is your issue/opportunity local? How are people around here affected by your 
issue/opportunity? 
 
 

People are inspired by creativity as it allows them to have a choice of living and 
they get a chance to use various materials to create necessary things, for 
example satellites by origami.  

 
Is your issue/opportunity global? 
 
How are people in other parts of the world affected by the issue/opportunity? 
 

Creative is a new form of communication. There are many people using their 
creative skills to communicate ideas. Like recycle paper instead of making more 
paper and cutting down trees which give us more oxygen  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

          

Considering	your	issue/opportunity 
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Brainstorm possible resources 
 
Where can we go to answer our questions? 

How do people use Creativity to make Electricity and which form of 
creativity is used? 
What are all the different ways we can express ourselves? 
How many people use the concept of recycling? 
Why do people make so many different inventions for solving the same 
problem? 
 

 
Identify key vocabulary 
 
What words do I need to search with to find the right information? 

I can search Creativity, origami, recycling and paper folding online . 

 
Collect data: search and evaluate then record resources used 
 
Which people, print, and digital sources can give useful information? 
Specify. 
 

The things that can give useful information are digital resources because we can 
research online on google or safari to find out more and useful information 
according to your topic and they answer all of your questions because of people 
adding more sites on them with more different information than the last few.   

 
Record data 
 
What is the author/interviewee 
telling me? 

The author is telling me information 
about how creativity is used in 
innovations.  

What am I learning? I am learning about what are the 
different ways Creativity impacts us  

What is important here? It is important for me to now about 
Creativity and its many forms  

Am I using my own words? Yes I am copying a little information 
from google but most of the things I 
have written.  

  

 

Gather 
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Inquiry into:  Inquiry into the ways in which we discover and express 
ideas, feelings, nature, culture, beliefs, and values; the ways in which we 
reflect on, extend and enjoy our creativity; our appreciation of the 
aesthetic.  
 
Use your best detective skills, and don’t forget to note all the 
details of each resource once you have discovered it. 
 

   

   
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Places 

Where  
Would you go to find 
out? List two places  

People 

Who would you 
interview? List two 

people & include contact 
details for them  

What would you read 
to find out more? List 

three publications.  

Books/ 
Magazines 

Internet 

How would the 
internet help you find 

out more? List two 
useful websites.  

Artworks 

What artworks 
 have been created? They 

could be sculptures, 
symbols, painting, photos, 

cartoons.  

Other 
 

Locate another 
resources that would 
be useful in helping 

you to discover more.  

 Resource	Organizer 
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Specify by illustrating any 3. 
 
People - I have 
interviewed my art 
teacher ms Anuja. My 
art teachers email ids 
are 
anuja.padlekar@mlsi.i
n and 
sumyka.ahire@mlsi.in.  

Books - I read books  
from get epic are - 
1)Above and beyond 
with creativity and 
Innovation  
2) A few books on 
Origami. 

Internet:  
The ocean sole 
organization is one of 
the organization's 
Google helped me 
contact with their 
online websites.  
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Where can I go to answer our questions 
about…Creativity………………………………….? 
 
Whenever considering what sources to use, we will always ask: 
 
● Is this source credible? 

● Is it believable? 

● Should I trust it? 

● Does it answer my questions? 

 

What people can I interview and learn from? 
         

Consider experts and people with experience 
Knowing about expert experiences is very important. They share their 
journey and also give us direction. I spoke to my art teacher and she 
told me that forms of creativity and elements of creativity use creativity 
in various areas.  

 
What print resources can I learn from? 
         

Consider books, magazines, newspaper 
 
I can refer and learn from newspapers and different books and I have 
the different Articles and Books that I have read are - 3 C’s of 
Creativity, Elements of Creativity, Above and Beyond with Creativity and 
Innovation etc. 

 
What digital sources can I learn from? 
         

Consider eBooks, databases, specific websites, videos, articles & 
apps/tools etc. 
I can use E books, websites, videos and different apps like NDTV, TED 
Talk, JIO News etc.  

 
 
 
 

  

          

Brainstorm	possible	resources 
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I have learned that creativity is everywhere and that it is used in 
everything all around us. Creativity has evolved a lot since the 1900’s, 
nowadays we use creativity around us and on technology. I think 
technology has made the biggest differences in a very short amount of 
time. I used to think Creativity is seen in art but now I have seen creativity 
in science like energy, creativity was making ice stupa, creativity was 
making litres of light.  

 
 
 
 

I have learned that creativity is the art of using your own mind to do 
something innovative, colorful and creative. Creativity is used in 
everything and is all around us. It has made the biggest differences in the 
way everyone lives their own daily lives.  

 
 
 
 
 

I know all about creativity but I need to research every individual form 
and function of the different elements and forms of Creativity there are. 
Use of creativity to achieve sustainable development goals.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 SORTING	OUT	AND	GOING	
FURTHER 

 What have I learnt so far?   

 The best ways to explain my understanding 

 What do I still need to find out?   
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These are my mind maps which I have done Creativity during 
my exhibition.  
 

 
ARTISTIC REPRESENTATION OF 

MY UNDERSTANDING 
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Collect visual references for forms of creativity  
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THESE	ARE	MY	BAR	GRAPH	REPRESENTATIONS	OF	THE	ANSWERS	OF	MY	SURVEY	FOR	
MY	LOI	2	:	 
 

 
  

 
Mathematical Representation (Graphs, Maps, Venn 

Diagrams etc.) 
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The different real life problems associated with this issue are that 
people are not using the concept of recycling and reusing for their 
waste which they can make something creative. People have to use 
their thinking skills in creativity to solve their problem.  

 
 
 
 
I think that I have gained so much knowledge about Creativity 
from my inquiry and I know how important Creativity is 
because if we didn’t have it we would all be blank and my action 
is to recycle so I am going to recycle used paper to create 
different eco-friendly materials.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
REAL LIFE PROBLEMS 

ASSOCIATED WITH THIS ISSUE 
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Action 
 

What skills have we developed over this experience? What big ideas do I 
understand better now? 
 

Thinking skills are very essential for my big idea which is creativity. 
Creativity means creating an "Idea". While thinking of my action 
component I used my thinking skills and research skills to understand the 
history of creativity. Social Skills was enhanced while sharing my ideas 
with my peers and mentor.  

    
What are all the ways I could put that learning into action? 
 

After researching creativity I realized that we should find multiple ways 
to solve any issues. Like Ice stupa was created to solve the water problem 
in Ladakh. I am making websites for my generation to increase awareness 
about creation of energy in sustainable ways.  

    
What idea will I choose to act on? 

I have many ideas to act on recycling paper to create origami. Collecting 
information from others and sharing their hard work with others. 
Informing people about the things happening around the world.  

  
What do I need to plan to put my ideas into action? 

Continue researching about new happening in the field of origami and 
energy to explore the possibilities of their combination.  

  
 
   

 The most striking feature of my learning   

 REFLECTING AND TAKING 

ACTION 

  Act 
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What are the next steps that I could take in the future to take this action 

further? 
 

I could keep making different sites and post them on google to keep 
spreading awareness about the concept of recycling articles with my 
generation.  

 
Share the exhibition 
 

How will we share our learning? What do we need to do to get ready? 
 
We can share our learning by making posters and sites online to spread 
awareness and share my learning of Creativity.  
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Brainstorm: What are all the ways we could put our learning into action? 

 

 

Action 
Doing: Done 

something? Given? 
Helped? Turned off? 

 

 

Thinking: Thought 
differently? Changed 
your mind? Wondered 

Inquired? 

 

Feeling: Have you 
empathized? Have you 

felt differently? 
 

 

Having: Do you have 
more of something? 
More respect? More 

determination? 
 
 

 
 

Saying: Have you said 
something? Informed 
someone? Informed? 
Discussed? Debated? 

 
 

 

Being: Have you been 
a different person? 
Changed behavior? 

Been more respectful? 
Been more patient? 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Action 
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Google Slide: 
 
Website for action component. 
 
Powtoon for formative assessment. 
 
Video presentation for final presentation. 
 

  Exhibition Product List 
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Day/Date Objective Learning 
Engagement 

Learning 
Outcome 

08.09.2020 

 

To identified my 
passion project 
topic.  

Researched about 
various aspects of my 
topic.  

I have 
discovered that 
creativity is a 
very wide topic 
and is in 
everything.   

17.09.2020 

Importances of 
action 
components. 

To start working on 
action components 
and on questions 
related to my topic 

I understood 
more about 
Creativity and 
started planning 
an inquiry for it 

22.09.2020 

Use of key 
concepts to create 
questions for my 
topic.  

To revise and recheck 
on my conceptual 
questions and use my 
understanding to 
brainstorm the 
purpose of creativity  

I used my 
thinking skills 
and understand 
more about 
creativity.  

29.09.2020 

Find a purpose 
with creativity and 
start creating a 
product which will 
help others.  

Finalized my purpose  

End product 

I have learned 
that there are 
so many things 
I can do to help 
creativity in its 
many forms.   

5 - 15.10.2020 

To summarize my 
understanding with 
help from all the 
videos.   

Video Reviews  I have gained 
more 
information 
about creativity 
from these 
different videos.  

17 - 

31.10.2020 

Read books to 
gather information.   

Book and Article 

reviews  

 

I have gained 
more 
information 
about creativity 
from these 
different Books 
and Articles  

 

 WEEKLY DIARY 
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Day/Date Objective Learning 
Engagement 

Learning 
Outcome 

6.11.2020 

Understanding the 
real meaning of 
the SD Goal 

Exploring SD Goal  I have discovered  
that my SDG Goal 
is going to be 
No.7 which is 
related to clean 
energy.  

11.11.2020 

Use of key 
concepts to create 
questions for my 
topic.  

Framing my 
conceptual 
questions related to 
the key concepts 

I have used my 
thinking skills to 
think of which 
questions go 
under which 
concept.   

17.11.2020 

Use a graphic 
organizer to 
create subject 
connections. 

To make a mind 
map related to 
connect other 
subjects  

I have created a 
mind map related 
to creativity, what 
it is and what are 
the aspects of it.  

23.11.2020 

To work on my 
rules for the 
exhibition and to 
revisit and revise 
my subject 
mapping.   

Essential 

Agreements 

Subject focus 

revisiting  

I have created my 
essential 
agreements and I 
have revisited my 
subject mapping. 

30.11.2020 

To chose my key 
concepts for my 
Loi’s 

Key concept drafting  

 

I have chosen my 
3 key concepts for 
my 3 Lois’s and i 
have chosen 
Form, Causation 
and Connection 

7.12.2020 

 

Recap Loi Rough words  

Action component  

I used key words 
to make my lois. I 
have changed my 
action component.  

 

 WEEKLY DIARY 
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Day/Date Objective Learning 
Engagement 

Learning 
Outcome 

12.12.2020 

To start forming 
my Lois and 
making drafts  

Forming Loi’s  

 

I have noted all 
the words which 
will be helpful to 
formulate my Loi’s 
and i have started 
forming it  

22.12.2020 

To start making 
rough drafts for 
my central idea  

Central idea 

drafting  

I have seen all the 
different keywords 
from my Loi’s and 
i have managed to 
make 5 central 
idea drafts related 
to my topic and 
SDG goal 

25.12.2020 Finalizing the 
rough LOI 

LOI Finalizing  I learned to draft 
my LOI 

5.1.2021 

To design a logo 
related to my 
purpose, action 
and end product 

LOGO designing  I have made a 
logo which is very 
creative and 
colorful.  

12.1.2021 

To finalize my 
SDG goal and 
connect it to my 
unit.  

Finalizing SDG and 

connecting it to my 

unit  

I was able to 
finalize my SD 
Goal and write a 
reflection about 
how it connects to 
creativity.  

14.1.2021 

To finalize my Loi 
1 and 3  

Loi 1,3 Finalized  I learned that 
creativity is the 
biggest thing 
there is and I 
finalized my Loi 1 
and 3.  
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Day/Date Objective Learning 
Engagement 

Learning 
Outcome 

15.1.2021 

To finalize my all 
my lois  

Working on LOI 

1,2,3 to finalize  

I was finalizing all 
of my Loi’s with 
my mentor and 
got more 
understanding 
about my topic.  

22.1.2021 

To finalize my 1st 
Loi  

Finalized Loi 1  I learned that 
finalizing your 
Loi’s can be a bit 
of a struggle and I 
finished finalizing 
my Loi 1.  

25.1.2021 
To finalize my 2nd 
and 3rd Loi’s  

Finalized Loi 2,3 I completed by LoI 
2 and 3  
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Day/Date Objective Learning 
Engagement 

Learning 
Outcome 

1.2.2021 

To plan 
engagements and 
research for my 
Loi 1  

Research work in 

Loi 1  

I learned more 
about the 
elements and 
forms of 
Creativity and I 
enjoyed finishing 
the work.  

3.2.2021 

To plan 
engagements and 
research for my 
Loi 2,3 

Research work in 

LOi 2,3 

I learned more 
about the 
influence of 
creativity and I 
enjoyed finishing 
this work.  

7.2.2021 

To improve my 
research work in 
my LOI’s and to 
draft 4 central 
ideas 

Modifying research 

work 

Making 4 Central 

Ideas   

I enjoyed and had 
a lot of fun while 
completing this 
assignment and I 
loved making my 
4 central ideas 
related to my 
topic.  
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Day/Date Objective Learning 
Engagement 

Learning 
Outcome 

12.2.2021 

To draft 4 central 
ideas 
 

Making 4 more 

central ideas 

I loved making 
my 4 more 
central ideas 
related to my 
topic. 
 

17-22.2.2021 

To formulate 
questions for 
each key concept  

Changing in Mentor 

Revisiting 

conceptual 

questions  

I was revisiting 
and i finally 
finished my 
entire conceptual 
questions journey  

25.2.2021 

To make steps to 
make an inquiry  

Starting Inquiry 

cycle 

I have started my 
inquiry cycle and 
I learned that we 
always don't 
need to use the 
long version we 
can sometimes 
make it short and 
informative 

26.2.2021 

To complete 
making the steps 
towards an 
inquiry  

Finishing the entire 

inquiry cycle  

I have finished 
my inquiry cycle 
with 4 steps and 
I enjoyed making 
it  

27.2.2021 

To check and 
revisit my Loi’s 
and Central Idea 
with my new 
mentor 

Checking Lois and 

Central Idea  

I used my critical 
thinking to 
rework on my 
central idea.  
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28.2.2021 - 

3.3.2021 

To summarize my 
understanding of 
all the videos I 
have watched on 
creativity.   

Video and book 

reviews  

I have gained 
much more 
information by 
seeing and 
reading these 
different books 
and video’s  
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Day/Date Objective Learning 
Engagement 

Learning 
Outcome 

5.3.2021  

To read more 
about creativity 
and its many 
forms 

Article reviews I have gained 
more information 
about creativity 
from these various 
articles.   

6.3.2021 

To rework on my 
Loi’s and create a 
mind map 
expressing my 
understanding 
and the actual 
meaning of 
Creativity  

Loi’s Reworking  

Mind map on 

creativity  

I learned more 
about my Loi’s 
and I have 
created a mind 
map expression all 
of my thoughts on 
Creativity  

8.3.2021 

To Finalize my 
Lines of Inquiry    

Loi’s Finalized  I have finalized 
my Loi’s and have 
shown excellent 
understanding of 
the concept  

9.3.2021  

To rework on my 
central idea, the 
statement which 
leads to my 
Inquiry  

Reworking on 

Central Idea  

I have reworked 
on my central idea 
and finalized it 
with my mentor 
but i still needed 
finalizing from my 
pyp coordinator   

10.3.2021 

To start working 
on my Concept 
and Content 
words of my LOI’s  

Working on concept 

and content words 

of my lois 

I have got my 
central idea with 
help concept and 
content words 
from my LOI’s.  
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11.3.2021 

Revisited lines of 
inquiry a little and 
my central idea. 
To work on my 
process journal  

Modifying 

Working on Central 

Idea  

Working on process 

journal  

I have changed 
my Loi’s and only 
a few words in the 
central idea and 
worked on my 
process journal.  
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Day/Date Objective Learning 
Engagement 

Learning 
Outcome 

13.3.2021 

To get central 
idea finalized 
and to plan 
engagements for 
my inquiry  

Getting Central idea 

finalized  

Planning 

Engagements for all 

Loi’s 

 

I have made my 
Central idea get 
refinalized and 
have planned 
engagements for 
my inquiry  

15.3.2021 

 
 
To start my 
inquiry for my 
first Line of 
Inquiry 

 

Starting LOI 1 

Inquiry  

 

 
 
I have started 
doing my 
engagements for 
my first line of 
inquiry 

16.3.2021 To work on my 
Loi 1 
engagements. 
To write and 
note down all of 
the 
engagements I 
will do for my 
formatives. To 
complete my 
process journal  

Working on Loi 1 

engagements  

Writing down my 

formatives 

Working on process 

journal 

I have 
completed 
writing down my 
formatives and I 
have worked on 
my loi 1 
engagements 
and process 
journal  

17.3.2021 

To write 
objectives for 
every 
engagement and 
to try to 

Start writing 

Objectives for each 

task  

I have written 
objectives for 
each task in my 
loi 1 
engagements 
and i have 
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complete my Loi 
1 engagements  

Working on my Loi 1 

engagements  

almost 
completed my 
Loi 1 
engagements  

 

18.3.2021 

To rework and  
plan my 
formatives.  

Planning my 

formatives  

Working on process 

journal  

I have reworked 
on my 
formatives and 
have worked on 
my process 
journal  
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Day/Date Objective Learning 
Engagement 

Learning 
Outcome 

19.3.2021 

To work on my 
Loi 1 last 
engagements 
and complete 
my loi 1 inquiry  

Loi 1 mind map 

engagement 

reworking  

Loi 1 engagements 

completed  

I was able to 
complete my 
Loi 1 
engagements 
and gained 
more 
knowledge 
about my Topic   

22.3.2021 

To have a guest 
speaker for my 
entire unit and 
work on my loi 2 
engagements 
and my loi 1 
formative  

Ms Anuja guest 

speaker for the 

entire unit  

Loi 2 engagements 

working 

Loi 1 formative 

working 

I had ms anuja 
come in for my 
guest speaker 
for my unit and 
i started 
working on my 
loi 2 
engagements 
and my loi 1 
formative  

23.3.2021 

To complete my 
1st and second 
formative and 
complete my loi 
2 and 3 
engagements. 
To work on my 
weekly diary in 
process journal  

Loi 1,2 formative 

completed 

Loi 2 engagements 

completed 

Loi 3 engagements 

completed 

I have 
completed all 
my 
engagements of 
my 3 lois and 2 
formatives. I 
have completed 
writing all of 
the 
engagements 
for my weekly 
diary  

 WEEKLY DIARY 
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working on weekly 

diary in process 

journal  

24.3.2021 

To complete my 
loi 3 formative 
poster and to 
work on my Loi 
4 engagements  

Loi 3 Formative 

completed 

Loi 4 engagements 

working  

I have 
completed all 
my formatives 
till 3 and i have 
completed half 
of my loi 4 
engagements 

25.3.2021 

To complete my 
loi 4 
engagements 
and to start 
working on my 
Loi 4 formative 
and my process 
journal 

Loi 4 engagement 

finished 

Loi 4 Formative 

working  

Process Journal 

working 

I have 
completed my 
loi 4 
engagements 
and my loi 4 
formative is 
almost done as 
well as the 
process journal 

26.3.2021 

To complete my 
4th formative 
and start 
working on my 
summative 

 Summative 

assessment working  

Loi 4 formative 

completed 

I have 
completed my 
4th formative.  
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Day/Date Objective Learning 
Engagement 

Learning 
Outcome 

27.3.2021 

To be able to 
understand all 
my Lois and write 
down my 
understanding  

Summative 

assessment 

completed 

I have learned so 
much more from 
this unit and have 
loved doing this 
summative 
assessment as it 
was related to my 
passion  

30.3.2021 

 To complete my 
evidence of my 
entire exhibition 
journey and To 
be able to 
present my 
understanding of 
my entire journey 
in the form of a 
video 

Finishing Process 

Journal  

Finish making my 

exhibition video  

I have completed 
my process 
journal and made 
my exhibition 
video  

 WEEKLY DIARY 
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Word Meaning 
Plateaus In geology and physical geography, a plateau, 

also called a high plain or a tableland, is an area 
of a highland consisting of flat terrain, that is 
raised sharply above the surrounding area on at 
least one side. Often one or more sides have 
deep hills. 

Remix A remix is a piece of media which has been 
altered or contorted from its original state by 
adding, removing, and changing pieces of the 
item. A song, piece of artwork, books, video, 
poem, or photograph can all be remixes.  

Ether The clear sky; the upper regions of air beyond 
the clouds. 
"nasty gases and smoke disperse into the ether" 
 

Aesthetic  Concerned with beauty or the appreciation of 
beauty. 

Creativity  The use of imagination or original ideas to 
create something; inventiveness. 

Visual  Relating to seeing or sight. 

Skills  The ability to do something well; expertise. 

Meraki  The soul, creativity, or love put into something; 
the essence of yourself that is put into your 
work. This Greek word is often used when 
talking about cooking and design. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 VOCABULARY 
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MY UNDERSTANDING FROM THE 
 VOCABULARY USED IN THE UNIT 

Word Splash   

Creativity - the use of 
imagination or original ideas 

to create something; 
inventiveness. 
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 MY FINAL DISPLAY LOOKS LIKE: 
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● The following pages are for you to record what you do 
throughout the exhibition. 

● You can use photos, speech bubbles, journal writing, 
stickers and items from your exhibition process or any 
other interesting memorabilia. 

 

 
Mentor Meeting 
   

 PHOTO GALLERY 
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Approaches to Learning 

 
 

THINKING SKILLS:  Yes May be No 
Critical-thinking skills    
Creative-thinking skills    
Transfer skills    
Reflection/ metacognitive skills    

 
SOCIAL SKILLS: Yes May be No 
Developing positive interpersonal 
relationship and collaboration 
skills 

   

Developing social-emotional 
intelligence 

   

 
COMMUNICATION SKILLS: Yes May be No 
Exchanging-information skills    
Literacy skills    
ICT skills    

 
SELF-MANAGEMENT SKILLS: Yes May be No 
Organization skills    
States of mind    

 
RESEARCH SKILLS: Yes May be No 
Information-literacy skills    
Media-literacy skills    
Ethical use of media/information    
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Am I an 
Inquirer? 

I am not 
curious so I 
do not ask 
any 
questions. 

 I sometimes 
ask questions 
but they do 
not always 
have to do 
with what I 
am studying. 

I ask questions 
that help me 
to learn more 
about the topic 
I am working 
on. I enjoy 
learning new 
things. 

I carefully 
think about 
how I should 
form a 
question to 
receive an 
informative 
answer. I want 
to learn about 
lots of things. 

Am I 
Knowledgeable?  

I know a few 
things that 
interest me. 

I have some 
knowledge of 
the things that 
interest me, 
but I believe 
there are 
more things I 
could learn. 

I know quite a 
few things. I 
enjoy different 
subjects and I 
am eager to 
learn. 

I have a good 
knowledge of 
many things. I 
am interested 
in a wide 
range of 
subjects and I 
cannot wait to 
find out more 
about them. 

Am I a thinker? When I do not 
know what I 
should do, I 
always ask 
the teacher 
right away. 

I usually try to 
find a solution 
to a problem 
on my own. I 
ask the 
teacher to 
make sure I 
have the right 
answer to the 
problem. 

I try to solve 
problems on 
my own. I can 
make 
decisions. 

I always think 
carefully what 
I have to do to 
solve a task. I 
look for 
different 
solutions and 
make 
suggestions. 

Am I a 
Communicator? 

I find it 
difficult to 
explain what I 
mean, when I 
talk. 

I try to talk to 
people, I 
sometimes 
use the wrong 
words. 

When I talk 
others 
understand 
what I mean. 

I can follow 
instructions 
and 
understand 
descriptions 
without 
difficulty. 

Am I Principled? I often have 
arguments 
with my 
friends. Adults 
at school 
often have to 
remind me 
the rules 

I know how I 
should behave 
and what the 
school rules 
are, but 
sometimes I 
have to be 
reminded. 

I behave in an 
appropriate 
manner during 
both lessons 
and breaks. I 
rarely have 
disagreements 
with my 
friends. 

I always try to 
do the right 
things, even 
when there 
are no adults 
watching me.  

 
SELF-ASSESSMENT IB 

LEARNER PROFILE 
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Am I Open-
Minded 

Everyone 
should agree 
with me and 
do as I say. 

I know that 
not everyone 
thinks the 
same way as I 
do. 

I understand 
that people 
think and 
believe in 
different 
things. I do 
not think that 
people are 
wrong because 
they do not 
agree with me. 

I am 
interested in 
trying to 
understand 
how someone, 
whose opinion 
differs from 
mine, thinks. 

A I Caring? I expect 
others to help 
me. 

I help others 
when asked. 

I try to be 
considerate of 
others and 
help my 
friends. I try to 
make others 
happy. 

I think it is 
important that 
everyone feels 
good. I care 
about others 
and always try 
to help them. 

Am I a Risk- 
Taker? 

I do not like 
to do things I 
have not tried 
before. 

Sometimes I 
try a new 
experience or 
activity, but I 
usually want a 
friend to try it 
before I do. 

I enjoy trying 
new 
experiences 
and activities. 
I think of ways 
to change 
things and 
make them 
different and 
new. 

I love trying 
new 
experiences. 
They challenge 
me. I have the 
courage to 
defend my 
opinions when 
they differ 
from my 
friends. 

Am I Balanced? I only want to 
do the things 
I like. 

I understand 
that I have to 
do different 
things at 
school, but I 
would rather 
only do the 
things I like. 

I like doing 
different things 
at school. It 
makes me feel 
good. I think 
that learning 
different things 
makes me 
grow as a 
person. 

I have many 
interests and I 
am completely 
focused. I try 
to vary my 
activities and 
do different 
things. 
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While doing the exhibition I was 
thinking about how I am going to 
present all of my information I 
gathered throughout the year 
within 15 -20mins. I have learnt 
that in the exhibition you have to 
display everything and all of your 
process throughout the year 
including the entire journey. If i had 
to-do it next time i would know to 
fill the journal first because it is one 
of the most hard things in the 
exhibition. 

 

I think that the most helpful 
recourse was google as it gave me 
access to so many different 
websites across the world which 
were recourses and my mentor is an 
art teacher so she was handy in 
helping me inquire more into 
creativity and showing me the right 
path in my exhibition. 

 

I feel really good about my work as 
it is my research and it's related to 
me and I feel proud to have finally 
completed my exhibition which I 
have been working on since almost 
a year. 

 
 

 
HEAD, HAND & HEART 

REFLECTION 
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1. Exploring different types of forms and elements of creativity.  
2. Understanding the contribution of creativity. 
3. Importances of celebration.  
4. Exploring creativity in day to day Life. 

  
 

Summative Assessment  
 
Self Assessment  - Ayaan Indrapurwala 
 

Strategy - Process Focused  Tool - Rubric  

Secured  Developing  Emerging  

I was able to express my 
thoughts thoroughly and 
explain my exhibition 
journey well 

I was able to express my 
thoughts and was able to 
almost complete my 
exhibition in time  

I was able to create and 
explain my exhibition 
journey but could not finish 
the exhibition   

I was an independent 
learner and was able to 
complete most of the tasks 
on time  

I was an intrigued learner 
who completed very little 
tasks on time  

I was an inquiry a little and i 
could not complete any 
tasks on time  

I did my presentation 
Confidently  

I was able to do my 
presentation with stopping 
in the middle  

I wasn’t able to present my 
exhibition journey  

I was able to display one of 
my SDG Goals very well  

I was able to display very 
little understanding of my 
SDG Goals  

I was not able to display 
any SDG goal and its 
understanding 

I was able to display learner 
profiles and Atl skills with 
fair understanding  

I was able to display some 
of the learner profiles and 
was able to explain them  

I wasn't able to display 
more than 2 learner profiles 
and was not able to explain 
them  

 

  
 
 

 
POSSIBLE LEARNING OUTCOME 

AND MY SUCCESS CRITERIA  
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I will assess my learning in the following ways: 

Formative	Assessment	1:	Show	and	tell:	Choose	any	one	form	of	creativity	and	explain	it.		
Assessment	Strategy:		Open	ended		
Assessment	Tool:	Rubric		

Formative	 Assessment	 2:	 	 Create	 a	 presentation	 about	what	 are	 the	 different	 influences	 of	
creativity	on	society	and	individuals.		
Assessment	Strategy	-	Checklist		
Assessment	Tool:	Observation	

Formative	Assessment	 3:	 Poster:	Make	 a	 poster	 for	Mearki	 inviting	 others	 to	 express	 their	
creativity.		
A	place	and	event	inviting	people	to	participate		
Assessment	Strategies	-Observation		
Assessment	Tool:		Anecdotal	Note		

Formative	Assessment	4:	Report	writing	on	the	understanding	and	research	done	-		
Assessment	Strategies	-	open	ended	/	
Assessment	Tool:		Checklist.		
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● https://lifehacker.com/the-three-key-steps-to-creativity-copy-transform-and-
1561711228 

 
● https://medium.com/@Abhijithcu90/the-five-elements-of-creativity-

2c026c2c9d4d 
 

● https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2011/dec/23/sunlight-bulbs-
plastic-bottles-light 

● https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/mumbai/bulbs-in-a-bottle-to-
light-up-mumbai-shanties/articleshow/17016289.cms 

● https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-23536914 
● https://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/theres-origmi-revolution-

industrial-design-180972019/ 
● https://www.superprof.co.in/blog/japanese-origami-is-meaningful/ 
● https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Advantages-and-disadvantages-of-

solar-bottle-bulb_tbl1_273912152 

 
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zlxpRPvJ9JI 
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IuZAKms62tU 
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3sNVhNThxcc 
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oxtvhISKsR8 
●  
● Above and Beyond with Creativity and Innovation By: Robin 

Johnson 
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Parents: Iffat khan Indrapurwala 
 
Dear Ayaan, 
             I am happy to see that you have become a more 
knowledgeable and responsible child through your exhibition 
journey. You have independently worked hard to meet deadlines 
and research about different aspects of your topic. Thanks to 
Ms.Sumyka who has patiently persuaded you to reach your goals 
and be available to solve your queries at any time. You are a hard 
working intelligent boy please do not lose your focus, I am proud 
of you!!! 
 
 

 

 
Home Room Teacher: Ms. Michaela Pais 

Dear Ayaan, 

You have mastered all the skills and gained knowledge through the entire process 

of the exhibition. You have managed very well with your time and organisational 

skills. All the best and may you shine as always. 

 
  

 GENERAL FEEDBACK 
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Mentor: Ayaan is an extremely hardworking student who is always ready 
to learn. He has a positive attitude which allowed him to complete his 
journey with so many shifts. Last 2 months have been very hectic for 
Ayaan. He can easily adapt various applications, which makes him to 
master all the skills. He actively participated in all the learning 
engagements has allowed him to learn from all his peers. There always 
has been an eagerness to complete the task on any given day. He truly 
is a risk taker and his communication skills have guided his friends. I 
wish him all the best and this is just a start. Continue  inquisitive attitude 
to reach miles in future. Well Done!! 
 

 

 
Peer: Avni Pabreja 

I think you have done very well as per your journey, I understand that it must have 

been difficult to start with your conceptual Q&A's in Feb and I think you have done 

great catching up. You have been an Inquirer, Communicator, Caring, and Open-

Minded. Inquirer because I think you have inquired about your topic a lot in these 

few months. Communicator because you have always been online to communicate 

with your mentor and your peers. Caring because since you were online, you 

answered all the questions your peers had. Open-Minded because you were always 

open to suggestions and opinions. 

 
  

 GENERAL FEEDBACK 
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Self: Ayaan Indrapurwala 

I have done well in my journey and I thought exhibition was easy 

so I did a little work in the start but as time passed we had more 

guest speakers and I realized that exhibition is super important. 

So I took it more into consideration, soon my mentor got changed 

and I had to redo many different things like Conceptual Q&A’s, 

Video Reviews, Books\Article reviews, subject mapping and 

more. It took me a while to catch up but I did and a week before 

the exhibition, I only had my exhibition video script, Process 

Journal and my summative assessment left, so I was looking to 

finish my exhibition within this week and to have a great time 

finishing it. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GENERATED FROM SAMPLE IB PYP EXHIBITION GUIDE.  
 


